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The Soho scene, ever mythical with its revolving layers, imparts an aura of
unparallel art, music and fashion. It can seem intimidating with galleries and
boutiques looming corner to corner. But the inherent reality of Soho reveals a
sheer reflection of our basic instincts. With a simple step closer into this
rabbit hole, a wonderland unfolds.
 

‘Essential Erotica’ was a distinct collaborative art show of unbound talent, a
definitive example of passion and expression rampant in the city. At an event
such as Erotica, it’s even more essential to have proper photo-opportunistic
equipment. Yet as some find themselves lacking in shutterfly luck, a cell
phone does seem to suffice in capturing the essence of these moments. The
photo tabs above reveal the artists with their work, along with my vantage
point. Some of better quality is proof present in tabs 6 and 8. A finely tuned,
much dropped, Droid smartphone was used to grasp these images.
 

This exhibit of local artists was brought together by Jason LeBlond, Assistant
Director at the Christopher Henry Gallery http://www.jasonleblond.com/. His
vision enabled a highly charged presentation of rare artistry and quixotic
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tenderness.
 

The work of Heather Morgan depicts the pure and painful aesthetics of her
predominantly female subjects. Her mastery of painting and intent is evident
as one becomes immediately drawn into the world within her canvas. There is
a sadness, love and triumph rendered with each brush stroke. Her
culmination of influences from Jersey City to Berlin to Boston along with
rigorous training at Yale, depict her incomparable skill and perception.
Heather Morgan can be seen in tabs 1, 2, 7 and 8 and at http://starboy.org/.
Her comment of the evening was “This is my favorite dress right now, it’s like
spoiled mayonnaise.”
 

Aaron Cobbett is a photographer of illustrious talent and optic sensitivity. He
is featured in tabs 5 and 6. Previous exhibitions include: Solo Exhibit at The
Louis Ramos Project, Envoy Enterprises NYC and Group Show 'Drag', World
of Wonder Gallery, Los Angeles. His work in the music industry can also be
found at http://www.aaroncobbett.com/. When asked about his photographic
inspiration, Aaron commented that he has an essential focus on the “classic
1950s male physique and bodybuilding …along with a little bit of disco.”
 

Additional works were:
Tab 3: Andreas Hofweber – Don’t Eat My Muffin.
Tab 4: Victor Spinelli – Octopussy
Tab 9: http://artbypresa.com/, a live exhibit that caught my curiosity
Tab 10: a painting that reminded me of work I’ve seen in Montmartre, Paris
that sell well to largely male onlookers. Here, I added a film grain effect.
 

One of the best offerings in these shows, for me, is the creative catering.
Private Chef Mateusz Wlodarski produced salivating hors d'oeuvres. The
duck, fig and cheese on bruschetta was my favorite. He can be contacted at
czati@yahoo.com.
 

Essential Erotica pleased all essential senses.
  

by Diane Abela (http://twitter.com/JDianeAbela)
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